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Abstract
In the past ten years virtualization has changed profoundly the data cen-
ter, providing great flexibility to administrators and users, but also requiring
the same flexibility from the underlying networking infrastructure. The need
for performance and availability showed the limits of the traditional MAC
learning switching, and drove the research for what is now known as SDN
(software-defined networking). An SDN switch decouples the control plane
(the component that makes decisions) from the data plane (the component
that forwards the packets).
Open vSwitch is an open source implementation of a SDN switch. Its
control plane can be configured using OpenFlow, a vendor neutral protocol
standardized by a non profit organization. It comes with multiple software
data planes (a slow userspace only implementation, a Linux kernel module)
and can be adapted to use hardware switching fabric.
The current Open vSwitch implementation is mainly targeted at Linux
environments, although the codebase can compile and run with some lim-
itations on Windows1 and on FreeBSD, thanks to the work done for an-
other master thesis. In particular, the FreeBSD port was limited to the
userspace components, which, even if they are enough for correctly running
the software suite, do not provide the same performance levels that can be
guaranteed by a kernel module.
The goal of this work is to port the Open vSwitch Linux kernel module to
the FreeBSD kernel, in order to provide the BSD environment with similar
performance levels and feature parity. Instead of rewriting the module code,
we chose to create a source code wrapper that, if compiled with the original
1The Windows port is still an ongoing effort
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code, allows the module to work inside the FreeBSD kernel.
The module uses many different Linux kernel APIs: we can divide them
in three categories according to the remapping effort they require:
• Linux mechanisms that can be mapped one-to-one with FreeBSD mech-
anisms, for example memory allocation, or mutexes.
• Other Linux APIs that need a more complex stateful wrapper, for
example network interface handling.
• Other mechanisms for which we had no choice but to write a native
BSD implementation from scratch. One of these mechanisms is the
netlink sockets API.
The Open vSwitch kernel module uses heavily the netlink (genetlink, in
particular) sockets to perform communication with the userspace. While the
FreeBSD kernel has routing sockets to accomplish a similar task, they are not
flexible enough, because they are designed to allow only the configuration of
the routing table and do not let users create their custom socket channels.
Netlink sockets (genetlink, in particular) are a general solution to pass
configuration (mostly) messages between kernel and user space. The module
register itself with the genetlink controller, which, in turn, can be contacted
by a userspace process to reach the module. Each message sent by the
userspace is specially crafted: some values are encoded in a TLV2 format
that can be parsed by the kernel and sent to the recipient module by trig-
gering a callback. The absence of netlink (and genetlink) sockets or similar
mechanisms from the FreeBSD kernel has been the steepest obstacle for this
porting: our effort has been mainly devoted to write the FreeBSD netlink
implementation. We hope to see our solution integrated upstream.
Another piece of the wrapper worth of mention is probably the epoll
interface implementation based on the kqueue syscall: this is the only com-
ponent of the wrapper that resides entirely in user space and can support
simple read multiplexing in socket based servers (like the one used by Open
vSwitch).
Since the BSD kernel environment is quite different from Linux (stricter
2type, length, value
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compilation flags and standard compliance, unavailable APIs), few lines of
the original source code needed to be changed. These modifications can be
divided into:
• Changes that fix type related problems and small bugs. These changes
were accepted upstream by the Open vSwitch community.
• Changes to adapt the code due to missing language/library features
(ksize, and anonymous union). These changes are part of the patch
that adds the wrapper.
• Changes to comment out features that are still unimplemented in the
wrapper (vlan, ipv6 and tunnels).
Some Open vSwitch userspace components have been polished and slightly
modified as well: part of these patches have been pushed upstream.
The wrapper written for the Open vSwitch module can be used as a
starting point for porting other kernel modules. The performance of the
module on FreeBSD is not worse than on Linux. The table below shows the
throughput of the datapath in thousands of packets per seconds, under two
simple test cases:
Linux (bare metal) FreeBSD (kvm) FreeBSD (bare metal)
420 450 770
320 80 580
The wrapper, in these early stages of the work, eases maintenance by
allowing merging of the upstream modifications very quickly. Obviously,
in the long term, some parts could be rewritten to make use of FreeBSD
specific features and to improve maintainability inside the FreeBSD kernel.
The wrapper could be extended in the future to add at least vlan, ipv6
and tunnel support for Open vSwitch, but also other features to allow port-
ing other systems.
Last but not least, since FreeBSD already provides the netmap API [1],
the kernel module could be patched to exploit those features: there is already
an ongoing effort in this sense.
6
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 What is Open vSwitch
As the README that comes with the source distribution states, Open
vSwitch is a multilayer software switch. Each term deserves an explanation:
• First of all, it is a network switch, i.e. it is used to connect network
interfaces together at the data-link layer. It takes as input data-link
frames and outputs data-link frames. In this context, the word switch
is synonym with bridge.
• It is multilayer: this means that even if it deals with data-link frames,
it looks inside the packets and examines other network layers’ header.
• It is software: this means that the forwarding plane is completely con-
figurable. Furthermore its standard forwarding plane (hereafter known
as the datapath) is implemented in software: it is a kernel module. Of
course, hardware implementations are possible, as explained in the
PORTING document that comes with the Open vSwitch distribution.
Open vSwitch can be used as a more powerful replacement of standard
software bridges, like the Linux bridge, to forward frames between the host
stack, NICs and virtual interfaces (the ones carrying traffic to and from
virtual machines).
Therefore, the field of virtualization is its primary use case [2]. Due to
its flexibility, Open vSwitch is perfect to manage software defined networks
(SDN) for virtual machines for two reasons:
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• The forwarding component is completely configurable
• This configuration can easily be migrated in its entirety from host to
host
The OpenFlow protocol (developed alongside with Open vSwitch) stan-
dardizes this configuration process.
Open vSwitch is an open source project backed by Nicira (now VMware).
1.2 Thesis work goal
As explained before, the standard forwarding component of Open vSwitch
is a kernel module written for Linux. The goal of our project is to port this
module to the FreeBSD kernel.
First of all, Open vSwitch can work entirely in userspace, without a ker-
nel module. In this configuration it is already possible to use it in FreeBSD,
since most of the code is platform-independent C and thanks to the master
thesis work of Gaetano Catalli [3].
However, using Open vSwitch with the kernel datapath will allow better
performances, since most of the packets do not even need to be transmitted
to the user-space.
1.2.1 Approach
The approach used for porting the kernel code was to re-implement the
Linux kernel specific APIs using FreeBSD specific APIs, without touching
the original code. Thus, a source code wrapper has been developed that
allows running the module in the FreeBSD kernel.
Writing a wrapper without touching the code is more than an academic
exercise. There are at least two reasons why this approach can be considered
useful:
• It is straightforward to keep the ported module up-to-date with its
original counterpart. We had to do that many times during the devel-
opment of the wrapper, as the Linux kernel component is still actively
developed. This will help, for instance, integrating the Open vSwitch
datapath with netmap in later stages of the work.
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• The wrapper could be used to port other Linux kernel networking
modules to FreeBSD. It should be clear that not everything will work
out of the box, but the wrapper can be a good start.
Obviously, at the end, the original code had to be modified a little,
mostly because FreeBSD enforces C99 standard compliance and it is more
strict about compiler warnings (like those issued when dropping the const
qualifier). However, many of these changes were pushed upstream.
9
Chapter 2
Open vSwitch architecture
Open vSwitch has a pretty modular design, as depicted in Figure 2.1.
Each component can be replaced to allow porting to different operating
systems, or to exploit some hardware switching fabric, as explained in the
PORTING document that comes with the Open vSwitch distribution.
When there are different providers for one component, the polymorphism
is implemented by filling a structure of the same type with custom function
pointers (like a C++ vtable).
The configuration shown here refers to the default build on a Linux host,
with the kernel module used as datapath. Here are the descriptions of the
various components:
ovs-vswitchd This is the daemon that contains everything. Each module
shown below runs in the daemon’s context. It uses two modules: net-
dev and ofproto, respectively for configuring the interfaces with the
OS and for sending and receiving packets. The daemon communicates
with a database (ovsdb-server) so that its configuration is persistent
and survives across crashes and reboots.
netdev Provides a structure with some function calls to configure and re-
trieve the interfaces’ parameters, such as MAC address, MTU, linkstate
and name. It relies on the underlying component (netdev provider)
to perform real interactions with the OS.
netdev provider There are different netdev providers for each system in
which Open vSwitch is supposed to run.
10
Figure 2.1: Open vSwitch architectural diagram
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• netdev-linux uses Linux specific APIs (NETLINK ROUTE sockets)
to query and configure network interfaces.
• netdev-bsd uses the routing socket and IOCTLs to accomplish
the same tasks. It has been written by Gaetano Catalli as part
of the userspace port to FreeBSD of Open vSwitch.
• netdev-dummy provides a stub implementation of the netdev struc-
ture.
ofproto The logic that decides what to do with each new packet (control
plane) is implemented here. Advanced features, like bonding and
VLAN, are implemented here. The component can be interfaced with
an OpenFlow controller, granting maximal flexibility.
dpif This is just a wrapper around the OS specific structure, i.e. the dpif
provider.
dpif provider The dpif provider simply ensures that the proper actions
are taken against every packet (data plane). It classifies the packets
in flows1 The ofproto component instructs the dpif to take some
actions against some flows. The different implementations of the dpif
are hereby summarized:
• dpif-linux It is the standard dpif provider. It makes use of a
kernel module (the datapath) to accomplish its tasks. The code
here simply translates dpif API calls into netlink messages for the
kernel module, which does the actual job.
• dpif-netdev This is the userspace dpif provider. It uses some
netdev APIs to transmit packets, which in turn use an AF PACKET
socket or the pcap library.
datapath As explained before, this is the Open vSwitch kernel module
which receives packets from network cards and the host stack and
forwards them. The key component of this module is a lookup table.
In order to determine the action to take against a packet, a lookup
occurs in this table. If there are no actions associated with the packet’s
flow, it asks the userspace (ofproto) what to do. We will see in detail
1A flow is a set of packets which share some attributes (source MAC address, incoming
port, . . . ).
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the behavior of the datapath, since it is the principal subject of the
work.
2.1 Packet processing
This section tries to show the path taken by packets inside Open vSwitch
in its default configuration, i. e. when using the kernel datapath. This type
of processing is peculiar to Open vSwitch and it is key to its flexibility.
First of all, there is the configuration phase:
• The user asks the ovs-vswitchd daemon to create a bridge and to
attach some interfaces to it.
• The daemon uses its netdev module to inspect the state of the net-
work interfaces. Then the ofproto module instructs the userspace
dpif component to communicate the right commands to the kernel
datapath.
• The real job of interacting with the underlying operating system is en-
tirely delegated to the kernel datapath module, which uses the Linux
kernel net device APIs (see 3.14) to create interfaces and register its
packet handlers with existing interfaces.
2.1.1 Slow path
Now that everything is properly set up, the kernel module receives the
first packet from an interface. This leads to the following actions and inter-
actions between userspace and kernel space as shown in Figure 2.2:
1. The kernel module receives a frame from one of its registered vports2.
It performs a lookup on its flow table, to determine the actions to be
taken. Since it is the first time that a packet is seen, the lookup finds
no results.
2A vport is an abstraction used by the datapath to represent one port of the virtual
switch, and can actually be:
• A physical NIC, or a virtual one (e.g. tap)
• A tunnel on another interface (e.g. vxlan, GRE, . . . )
• An interface with the host stack. Normally, there is only one of these for each
datapath.
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Figure 2.2: Open vSwitch packet processing (slow path)
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2. Not knowing what to do with the packet, the datapath performs an
operation known as upcall: it just sends the frame to the userspace
daemon (back till the ofproto component). The userspace then can
make its decisions about the actions to be taken against the packet.
Now the userspace has total flexibility: it can choose to take any ac-
tions on the packet, and these decision can be controlled with an OpenFlow
controller.
Once the choice has been made, the userspace performs two actions:
3. It sends the packet back to the kernel module, with a list of actions.
4. It instructs the kernel module to do the same list of actions whenever
a packet of the same flow (for a definition of flow see footnote 1 on
page 12) comes in. The kernel module reacts by adding an entry to
its flow table.
Now the kernel module can finally proceed to the last operation.
5. The kernel module simply executes the actions that were specified from
the userspace on the packet. Most of the times it just forwards the
packet to its destination.
The procedure requires a transition from kernel to userspace and back-
wards, which is notoriously slow, but it should happen only for few packets:
14
Figure 2.3: Open vSwitch packet processing (fast path)
datapath
vport1 vport2
kernel
1
2
with the fourth operation (the blue arrow), the kernel module should be
able to forward frames on its own, without asking the userspace.
The packets that are forwarded by the datapath itself are said to take
the fast path.
2.1.2 Fast path
Once an entry has properly been set up on the table, the next packets
of the same flow (i.e. that share some common fields) do not need to cross
the kernel/userspace boundary at all. The steps are greatly simplified (as
shown on Figure 2.3)
1. The kernel module receives a frame from one of its registered vports
(for a definition of vport see footnote 2 on page 13). It performs a
lookup on its flow table, to determine the actions to be taken. This
time there is an entry on the table.
2. The flow table remembers the actions configured by userspace for the
packet’s flow. These actions are executed on the frame. Most of the
times this simply means to forward the packet to another interface.
2.2 Different porting strategies and implementa-
tions
As explained in the PORTING document that comes with the Open vSwitch
distribution, there are different possible strategies to adapt the software for
a new platform. Every porting, no matter what, should begin with a proper
implementation of a netdev provider (see Figure 2.1). Then the developer
has few choices:
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• Use the userspace dataplane. This is not recommended since it yields
poor performance, but the code is written in platform-independent C
and can, in theory, run everywhere. This approach was used by the
previous FreeBSD port.
• Write a custom ofproto provider (not using dpif either). This allows
the greatest flexibility and it is the suggested approach to exploit cus-
tom hardware switching features. This will not be discussed further
here.
• Write a custom dpif provider. The developer makes use of the already
implemented ofproto and ofproto provider, and has for free advanced
features, like bonding.
Since a userspace only port for FreeBSD already exists and since the
port does not involve custom hardware, the goal of the project is to use the
third approach.
To avoid code duplication (among other reason, see 1.2.1) the dpif and
the kernel module were not rewritten from scratch for FreeBSD, but the
Linux ones have been used with wrappers.
2.2.1 Linux default configuration
Figure 2.4 shows the actual files that implement the components used
on linux, with the kernel datapath enabled (default configuration). The
arrow labels show the APIs used by the various modules to communicate.
In details:
rtnetlink It’s a particular protocol family of netlink (Linux specific)
sockets used to configure networking at every level.
ethtool They’re a Linux specific API to configure tiny bits of ethernet
interfaces.
genetlink It’s a particular protocol family of netlink (Linux specific)
sockets, intended for use by developers to ease communication between
custom kernel modules and userspace. More on that later.
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Figure 2.4: Open vSwitch architectural diagram (Linux default)
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2.2.2 FreeBSD userspace configuration
As explained before, Open vSwitch is capable of running entirely in
userspace. The previous FreeBSD port did this. The dpif provider is the
generic dpif-netdev.c, which uses the netdev packet APIs to do its job.
netdev-bsd, in turn, uses libpcap APIs to move packets. The interface are
explained here.
routing socket It is a socket (FreeBSD specific) of type AF ROUTE. It can
be used to configure networking (especially layer 3) parameters.
ioctls This is a mechanism, available in many unix systems, to configure
and retrieve network interfaces (and more) parameters.
libpcap It is a multiplatform API that allows capturing and writing packets
to and from network interfaces.
2.2.3 FreeBSD configuration with kernel support
This section describes the configuration implemented by this thesis work
(see Figure 2.6).
Because it was already written, and because writing a wrapper for rt-
netlink sockets was too much work, netdev-bsd was used.
Instead of writing from scratch a custom dpif provider and a kernel
module, two wrappers have been written.
• The userspace wrapper just provides netlink and genetlink headers
(to talk with the kernel wrapper) and an epoll API implementation
based on kqueue.
• The kernel wrapper provides every Linux kernel function and struc-
ture used by the module.
The remaining chapters deal with the components provided by, the com-
ponents used by and the remapping strategies of the wrapper.
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Figure 2.5: Open vSwitch architectural diagram (FreeBSD userspace)
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Figure 2.6: Open vSwitch architectural diagram (FreeBSD with kernel mod-
ule)
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netdev
provider
dpif provider kernel module
Linux netdev-linux dpif-linux datapath
FreeBSD userspace netdev-bsd dpif-netdev -
FreeBSD kernel netdev-bsda dpif-linux
with wrapper
datapath
with wrapper
aThis has been slightly simplified and modified to enable the kernel module
Table 2.1: Differences between Open vSwitch configuration
2.2.4 Comparison
Table 2.1 summarizes the different components used by each port de-
scribed in this chapter.
The modular structure of Open vSwitch really ease porting and code
reuse.
2.3 Kernel module
The Open vSwitch datapath kernel module (in particular its porting) is
the main subject of our work. The Linux kernel components used by the
module will be described in detail in the next chapter. This section gives a
behavioral/structural view of the module.
The load-time initialization starts in datapath.c where the dp init
function calls the appropriate routine for each subsystem (flow, vport, . . . ),
and, most importantly, sets the genetlink sockets up.
The module deals with different kinds of objects:
datapath A datapath (beside being the name of the kernel module itself)
is the term used for defining a switch inside the kernel module. It is
roughly equivalent to a Linux bridge.
vport A vport is the abstraction used to represent ports of the switch.
Each datapath has multiple vports.
flow A flow (as explained before) is a set of packets sharing common at-
tributes. In the context of the kernel module a flow is an entry of the
flow table (which is analogous to the CAM table of a MAC-learning
switch) of a datapath.
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Four genetlink families are registered (for use by userspace). Each family
deals with a particular type of object, and (roughly) implements the same
commands. The families are the following:
OVS DATAPATH FAMILY Used to create, delete, list or get/set pa-
rameters of datapaths
OVS FLOW FAMILY Used to create, delete, list or get/set parameters
of flows
OVS VPORT FAMILY Used to create, delete, list or get/set parameters
of vports.
OVS PACKET FAMILY Used by userspace to forward (or, more gener-
ally, to execute actions on) a packet. Its primary use case is the third
operation of a slow path (see 2.1.1).
2.3.1 vports
As explained before, a vport stands to a datapath like a port stands to
a physical switch.
There are, however, different types of vports.
vport-netdev This is the simplest and most intuitive kind of vport. It rep-
resents another interface (physical or virtual) that is already existing
on the system. This type of vport is implemented in vport-netdev.c
vport-internal dev This vports are used to talk to the host stack: a vport
of this type registers a network interface with the system that can have
its IP address. Each datapath has at least one of these.
vport-{vxlan,lisp,gre} These kinds of vports handle particular types of
tunnels.
To clarify the use of vport-netdev and vport-internal dev an exam-
ple might help. This scenario is typical of simple virtualization setups and
is also familiar to Linux bridge users.
An host machine has a NIC (eth0) that grants internet connectivity, and
another interface (tap0) that is connected to a guest machine. The system
administrator wants to connect the virtual machine to the internet (and
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also to the local ethernet segment) using eth0. The solution is to create
a datapath and add eth0 and tap0 as ports. These are the commands
required to set the environment up.
• ovs-vsctl add-br br0
Create the datapath called br0, and add to the datapath a vport-
internal dev, which registers an interface on the system called br0 as
well3.
• ovs-vsctl add-port br0 tap0
Add the port tap0 to the datapath br0. A vport-netdev is created
for communicating with tap0 and added to the datapath.
• ovs-vsctl add-port br0 tap0
Add the port eth0 to the datapath br0. A vport-netdev is created
for communicating with eth0 and added to the datapath.
As with the Linux bridge, when an interface is added to a datapath, it is
detached from the host stack, therefore it will not be possible anymore for
the host to access the internet using the eth0 interface. It will be possible,
however, to access the internet through the br0 interface, which is a vport-
internal dev of the datapath.
2.3.2 Packet processing
After a vport implementation has registered its handlers it can receive
packets:
• A vport-netdev receives a packet because it has arrived on a NIC, or
because someone has written it on a tap file descriptor.
• A vport-internal dev receives a packet because the IP stack on the
system has sent a packet out on the datapath vport-internal dev in-
terface.
3This was true in earlier version of Open vSwitch. Now the userspace creates just a
single datapath called ovs-system and for each bridge requested by the user it just adds a
vport-internal dev. The separation between multiple switches is implemented by setting
up the proper actions in the flow table
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Upon receipt of a frame, a vport implementation calls ovs vport receive
which updates some statistics and send the packet to the datapath with a
call to ovs dp process received packet.
Now the datapath looks up the flow of the packet: if there is an entry in
the flow table, then ovs execute actions is invoked, otherwise an upcall
happens (see 2.1.1).
Most of the times the action is just forwarding to the appropriate vport:
then ovs vport send is called, which, in turn, calls a function provided by
the vport implementation
• For vport-netdev, netdev send is called, which use dev queue xmit
to write the packet to a NIC (or a tap fd).
• For vport-internal dev internal dev rcv is called, which uses netif rx
to notify the host stack of the receipt of a packet4.
4It may seem weird here that for the transmission of a packet a function name * rcv
is used, but from the host stack’s perspective the packet is received.
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Chapter 3
Linux kernel components
This chapter describes the Linux specific components used by the kernel
module of Open vSwitch.
3.1 Netlink sockets
Netlink sockets are a generic communication system between userspace
and kernelspace.
Their name is ”netlink” because this mechanism was initially imple-
mented to replace IOCTLs used for configuring network interfaces parame-
ters and routing tables; despite their original use, these sockets are, in facts,
a generic way of exchanging information and notifying events between user
and kernel space.
socket(AF_NETLINK, socket_type, netlink_family);
The communication is not stream-oriented, but it is based on separate
messages, prepended by a header. Indeed, the netlink socket type must be
SOCK DGRAM (or SOCK RAW, which is absolutely the same in netlink’s context).
The kernel implements many netlink families: two are worth men-
tioning in Open vSwitch context:
• NETLINK ROUTE also known as rtnetlink
• NETLINK GENERIC also known as genetlink
Each family allows a userspace program to interact with a different ker-
nel component: NETLINK ROUTE is useful to set and retrieve routing table
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entries and interface parameters and is, by all means, a replacement for
networks IOCTLs. There are other families (NETLINK SELINUX for SELinux
notifications, NETLINK FIREWALL for configuring the firewall . . . ), but they
are not of interest for this Open vSwitch port.
NETLINK GENERIC family is special: it allows kernel components to setup
custom subfamilies addressable by a name (a null terminated string), known
as genetlink families. For example, the Open vSwitch kernel module creates
four genetlink families, to which the userspace is able to connect using their
name (e.g. "ovs datapath")
The kernel netlink subsystem, besides implementing logic to interact
with sockets, basically offers its users two independent functionalities:
• It provides multiplexing, i.e. delivery of a message to the proper re-
cipient. This multiplexing is based on a field of the header of each
message.
• It offers a standard and secure way to pass custom values (netlink
attributes) from user to kernel space. This mechanism is provided
with functions and structures prefixed with nla .
3.1.1 Netlink packet processing
This is the netlink message header, as found in the man page.
struct nlmsghdr {
__u32 nlmsg_len; /* Length of message including header. */
__u16 nlmsg_type; /* Type of message content. */
__u16 nlmsg_flags; /* Additional flags. */
__u32 nlmsg_seq; /* Sequence number. */
__u32 nlmsg_pid; /* Sender port ID. */
};
The kernel, after checking that nlmsg len is valid and that hte NLM F REQUEST
flag is set, chooses the appropriate recipient (a family) by looking at the
nlmsg type field. Then, two things can happen:
• If the NLM F DUMP flag is not set, the kernel simply sends the request
to the appropriate family.
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• If the NLM F DUMP flag is set, the user is requesting a dump. The kernel
then starts calling the dump function for the appropriate family with
a preallocated buffer, until this function return 0 (that means no more
data to dump) and sends the responses back to the user.
The code in the kernel can, at any moment, create netlink messages. It
can send them to a specific user or to a netlink multicast group, to which
the user must have subscribed1.
3.1.2 Netlink attributes
Each family (NETLINK ROUTE, NETLINK GENERIC, . . . ) has its own mes-
sage payload format, but often the payload (or part of it) encodes some
values in the netlink attributes format.
The format for netlink attributes is pretty standard: they are a TLV2
series, aligned to four bytes. Each attribute value has its header:
struct nlattr {
__u16 nla_len;
__u16 nla_type;
};
The kernel offers the nla parse function which takes a stream of netlink
attributes, validates it and returns an array of pointers to those attributes,
whose index is the attribute type. Each family makes use of the standard
parse function, and there are also userspace libraries which help creating
and parsing attributes.
3.1.3 Genetlink families
As already said before, genetlink (or NETLINK GENERIC) is a netlink fam-
ily which allows implementing custom netlink families (genetlink families)
without recompiling the kernel.
Each family has its own nlmsg type, which is used by the messages as
an address. The userspace should have a way to retrieve the type for each
family, since hardcoding it is not an option, because it is not fixed.
The solution offered by genetlink is the controller and goes as follows:
1To register to a multicast group the user must issue a setsockopt call with
SOL NETLINK level
2type, length, value
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• The controller has a genetlink family with a fixed id (or nlmsg type):
GENL ID CTRL
• At module load time (or system boot) genetlink families are regis-
tered with a name (e.g. "ovs-datapath"), and are given a specific
nlmsg type (which in genetlink context is also known as id). The
controller handles this registration process.
• A user process can contact the controller, that has a fixed id, by send-
ing a genetlink message to it. The user can request, for example, what
is the family id of the "ovs-datapath" family.
• The controller performs a lookup in its structures and answer the
userspace with the requested family’s id.
• The user process now knows the id of the family it was hoping to
contact. It can simply send netlink messages with nlmsg type set to
that id.
The genetlink messages, after the netlink header, have a genetlink
header, which is defined as follows:
struct genlmsghdr {
__u8 cmd;
__u8 version;
__u16 reserved;
};
Each genetlink family registers many operations. The cmd field on the
genetlink message header chooses which operation has to be called.
Each registered operation calls a specific function, passing as param-
eters the parsed netlink attributes that follow the header.
To summarize, to implement a genetlink family a kernel component
must register its name and provide some functions that get called every
time there is a message, with the attributes already parsed.
3.2 kmalloc
This section describes the function calls used to perform simple memory
allocation in the linux kernel. These are the prototypes of the functions:
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void *kmalloc(size_t size, gfp_t flags);
void *kzalloc(size_t size, gfp_t flags);
size_t ksize(const void *);
void * krealloc(const void *, size_t, gfp_t);
void kfree(const void *);
The kmalloc call is the kernel equivalent of the userspace malloc: it allo-
cates a block of memory for use by a kernel component. The main difference
with the userspace counterpart is that kmalloc has a flags parameter.
The flags parameter is used to specify additional constraints (and it
has the same meaning in all functions): the call is not allowed to sleep
(GFP ATOMIC, used for allocation in interrupt handlers), the memory is in-
tended for userspace use (GFP USER), . . .
The kzalloc call is equivalent to kmalloc, except that it sets all the
bytes of the newly allocated block to zero.
The ksize call does not have an equivalent in most memory allocation
APIs. It returns the actual size3 of the allocated memory block. It can be
useful, when the block should be expanded, to avoid unnecessary reallocation
by exploiting the unused space after the block.
The krealloc call is a useful tool to expand an already allocated block
of memory. krealloc tries to expand the block by using the free space at
the end of it. If this is not enough, it performs a new allocation, does a copy
of the contents and frees the old block.
The kfree call frees a block of memory allocated with kmalloc.
3.3 kmem cache
This section describes a memory allocation interface that can be used
by kernel components to improve performances and reduce fragmentation.
These optimizations are possible with allocation of objects of the same size.
3The actual size of an allocated memory block may be greater than the size that the
user has requested with the kmalloc size parameter. This is done by different kernel
allocator mechanisms to reduce fragmentation.
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If a module needs to perform allocation of memory blocks of the same
size, it can (at module load time) create a kmem cache with the following
call:
struct kmem_cache *kmem_cache_create(const char * name, size_t size,
size_t align, unsigned long flags, void (*ctor)(void *));
Now, the kmem cache object can be used to allocate memory blocks
of size size, aligned to align bytes. Every time a block is allocated the
function ctor is invoked.
To perform the allocation of a block, the following function is provided:
void *kmem_cache_alloc(struct kmem_cache *cachep, gfp_t flags);
cachep is the pointer returned by the kmem cache create call, and the
flags are similar to those used in kmalloc (see 3.2).
To deallocate a block (pointed by objp) and return it to the pool, a
module must call this function:
void kmem_cache_free(struct kmem_cache *cachep, void *objp);
When the module is unloaded, to destroy the kmem cache the kmem cache destroy
call must be issued:
void kmem_cache_destroy(struct kmem_cache *s)
It should be clear that handling memory blocks of the same size helps
reducing fragmentation and improving efficiency. The actual strategy used
by the kernel to implement this API can be chosen at compile time out of
three alternatives (SLAB, SLOB, SLUB).
3.4 flexible array
The flexible array is a data structure provided by the kernel, meant to
replace simple arrays when their size is too much to be safely allocated in a
contiguous block of memory4.
To create a flex array, with total elements of size element size, one
must issue the call:
4The programmer may be tempted to use vmalloc, which just allocates contiguous
virtual addresses, but this practice is discouraged, since changing page tables and invali-
dating caches is very time-consuming
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struct flex_array *flex_array_alloc(int element_size,
unsigned int total, gfp_t flags);
The element of a flexible array, like those of a regular array, have to be
accessed using a numeric index. The main difference is that they cannot
be accessed with simple memory addressing (since their address may not be
contiguous). Instead, special functions are provided
To copy data (src) into the array, starting from index element nr
int flex_array_put(struct flex_array *array, unsigned int element_nr,
void *src, gfp_t flags);
Marking some elements as used (without copying data) is done with the
function
int flex_array_prealloc(struct flex_array *array, unsigned int start,
unsigned int nr_elements, gfp_t flags);
And retrieving a pointer to an element is done by calling
void *flex_array_get(struct flex_array *fa, unsigned int element_nr);
To sum up, the flex array has the same semantics of an array (with lazy
allocation), has a different interface for accessing elements (flex array get
instead of array[index]), and is implemented by allocating one page at
time.
3.5 Timing
The Open vSwitch module needs to deal with timing just to report cor-
rect statistics to the userspace. The kernel timing features used by the
module are two: jiffies and the monotonic5 clock.
jiffies is a kernel global variable used as an inexpensive way to com-
pute intervals. It exploits the main system timer6. This timer is configured
to call a function (which eventually will deal with scheduling) HZ times per
second, where HZ is a compile time constant7. Each time the timer function
gets called, it increments the jiffies variable, that can be used as a simple
time counter.
5A monotonic clock is a clock that is always increasing from boot, despite the time
adjustments done to the real clock. It should be used to compute time intervals
6Historically x86 architecture used the chip i8254 to implement this type of timing
7Generally, it is 250, 500 or 1000 s−1
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To convert from jiffies to milliseconds this function is provided8:
unsigned int jiffies_to_msecs(const unsigned long j);
The monotonic clock, instead, has a higher resolution and can be ac-
cessed using the function:
void ktime_get_ts(struct timespec *ts);
The ts parameter must point to a timespec structure, provided by the
caller, which gets filled with the timing information.
The Open vSwitch module combines these two clocks to have a fast and
reliable way to characterize events.
3.6 Workqueue
This section explains a mechanism that can be used in the kernel to
schedule the execution of a function. This can be used for two purposes:
• To execute a function in another context (for example, out of an in-
terrupt handler)
• To delay the execution of a function to a specific time in the future.
In this case the workqueue mechanism can be seen as a timer.
The workqueue infrastructure uses three objects: workqueue, work struct
and delayed work.
A workqueue accepts and executes for works. Each workqueue can have
multiple threads and affinity to one or more CPUs. Since there is a system
provided workqueue (system wq), and since Open vSwitch uses only that,
this section will not discuss the creation of workqueues.
work struct and delayed work are very similar, the only difference be-
ing that delayed work contains a time specification of the moment in which
the work needs to be executed. These structures contain
• A pointer to the function that gets called.
• A copy of the parameter that the function will accept.
8The const qualifier of the parameter is redundant. It is not clear why it is used in
the original kernel header
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To declare and initialize statically a delayed work structure the devel-
oper can use this macro
DECLARE_DELAYED_WORK(name, function);
To initialize (at runtime) a work struct the developer can use this macro
INIT_WORK(name, function);
In both cases function is a pointer to the function that gets called to
execute the work. To schedule a work for later execution one can use9
int schedule_delayed_work(struct delayed_work * name, unsigned long interval);
The parameter interval is used to specify the time to wait (in jiffies10)
before executing the work.
To schedule the execution of a work struct without delay, a developer
can call
bool queue_work(struct workqueue_struct *wq, struct work_struct *work);
The wq parameter tells the system which workqueue to use. Open
vSwitch uses only the system provided system wq.
3.7 RCU
RCU, which stands for Read Copy Update, is a synchronization mecha-
nism implemented in the linux kernel especially useful in networking context
and when dealing with lists.
Its semantics are similar to read-write spinlocks, but its overhead is
considerably less and its concurrency is higher. It is useful in read mostly
scenarios.
First of all, the RCU mechanism is able to protect concurrent access to
data structures addressed by a pointer: the RCU API deals exclusively
with pointers. The key concept behind the RCU API is to split updates in
two different steps:
• The pointer gets updated to address the new object. There might be
readers who still have a reference to the old object.
9This function is explained here because it was used by older version of Open vSwitch.
During the development of the wrapper, this the use of schedule delayed work disap-
peared.
10jiffies in this context is used as a unit of measurement. It should be clear that
1jiffy = 1
HZ
s
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• After an appropriate amount of time the old object can be freed.
Each piece of code that deals with an object protected by RCU must
be enclosed in a rcu read lock() / rcu read unlock()11 calls. Inside this
critical section the code is not allowed to block.
When accessing the pointer to address the data object (p, in the following
example) one must use the rcu dereference call in this fashion:
rcu_read_lock();
...
obj * newp = rcu_dereference(p);
...
// Now we can use newp to access the object
...
rcu_read_unlock();
Despite its name, rcu dereference does not dereference the pointer.
Actually, in most implementations it is a NOP.
When assigning a new value to the pointer the programmer must use
this macro:
rcu_assign_pointer(p, v);
/* roughly equivalent to p=v */
It assigns the pointer v to p and use a memory write barrier to make
sure every CPU will see the updated value. Also the pointer assignment is
atomic, so the readers will see the old value or the new value.
The key idea that gives RCU an advantage is this: no heavy locking is
required. After assigning a new object to a pointer, the old object may still
be in use, so the programmer cannot destroy it until all critical sections that
started before the change are finished.
Two functions are provided for this purpose:
void synchronize_rcu(void)
that blocks the current thread until all critical sections started before
the call have ended. Or
void call_rcu_sched(struct rcu_head *head,
void (*func)(struct rcu_head *rcu));
11These functions have no parameters. They usually just disable and re-enable pre-
emption.
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This calls the function func after all critical section have ended12.
How do call rcu and synchronize rcu work without locking? How
do they know when all the sections have ended? The answer is that, after
an appropriate amount of time (which is called a grace period), all critical
sections must have ended. Since critical sections are not allowed to block and
preemption is disabled inside them, if a CPU is executing a timer handler,
it means that is out of the critical section. After every CPU has passed the
next timer handler, it means that every critical section has ended, and the
object can be destroyed.
The RCU mechanism is covered by patents, therefore it is not imple-
mented in every kernel.
3.8 Spinlock
Spinlocks are standard synchronization mechanisms which are available
in most SMP kernels. The basic idea behind them is to avoid blocking and
perform busy waiting (spinning) until other CPUs have finished executing
critical sections13. The Linux interface to initialize/aquire/release spinlocks
is hereby showed.
void spin_lock_init(spinlock_t *lock);
This function must be called before using the spinlock t variable as a
spinlock.
To acquire a spinlock, at the beginning of a critical section
void spin_lock(spinlock_t *lock);
and to release a spinlock, at the end of a critical section
void spin_unlock(spinlock_t *lock);
3.9 Mutex
Mutexes are the basic synchronization mechanism of every multipro-
grammed kernel. They are binary semaphores, therefore they can block the
12The parameter head points to a location in which the function can store information
about the callback
13Since they perform busy waiting, critical sections protected by spinlock should be
small
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current thread (unlike spinlocks).
To declare and initialize a mutex statically:
DEFINE_MUTEX(name);
or to initialize it at runtime:
void mutex_init(struct mutex *lock);
Then at the beginning of a critical section, to acquire the lock:
void mutex_lock(struct mutex *lock);
At the end of the critical section, to release the lock:
void mutex_unlock(struct mutex *lock);
3.10 Lists
The Linux kernel provides an header (list.h) which implements macros
and data structures to deal with doubly linked lists. Since lists are used by
many kernel modules, providing a standard implementation really reduces
code duplication. This section describes the Linux kernel list interface from
a kernel developer’s point of view.
If a developer needs to make a list of struct mytype, a member (of type
struct list head) should be added to that structure:
struct mytype {
/*...*/
struct list_head brothers;
/*...*/
} var;
Programmers are used to implement lists by wrapping the type with
another structure:
struct mylist {
struct mytype * obj;
struct mylist * next;
struct mylist * prev;
};
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The kernel implementation, instead, works by providing a struct list head
that contains the forward (and backward) pointer. This allows one data
structure to be contained in more that one list.
Before using the list, every list head must be initialized with the macro
INIT_LIST_HEAD(&(var.brothers));
Then a developer can add element to a list by using
list_add(&(var.brothers), &(var2.brothers));
and can iterate on every element of the list by using the list for each entry
macro as a loop statement:
struct mytype *elem;
list_for_each(elem, &(var.list), brothers)
{
/* now elem is a pointer to an element of the list */
}
The macro list for each entry expands to a for cycle. To provide the
developer with a pointer to the wrapping structure (mytype, in this case) the
macro must know the name of the list head member inside the wrapping
structure itself (brothers, in this case).
To delete an element from a list one can use:
list_del(&(var.brothers));
Now a few more details:
• The list for each * which have a safe suffix must be used when
some element might be deleted inside the loop.
• The macros and structures prefixed with hlist instead of list deals
with list heads with a single pointer (not a double pointer). This might
add complexity to the code, but halves the memory use if, for example,
the list heads are used to implement an open hash table.
• The macros and structures which have a rcu suffix (provided by rculist.h)
implement a list with the same semantics described before, but pro-
tected by RCU (see 3.7)
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3.11 Jenkins hash
The Linux headers (specifically linux/jhash.h) provide some hash func-
tions: these section briefly describes the jenkins hash function implemented
in the kernel.
All these functions:
• Return the hash as an unsigned 32-bit value. The algorithm used is
the jenkins hash algorithm
• Accept a parameter initval. It can be an arbitrary initial value (such
as 0), or the hash of a previous part of the buffer. This allows hash
computations to be done in separate steps
u32 jhash(const void *key, u32 length, u32 initval);
This is the basic jenkins hash function. It computes the hash of the
buffer pointer by key, which is length bytes long.
If the buffer has a length which is multiple of four and has the proper
alignment, it is convenient to use
u32 jhash2(const u32 *k, u32 length, u32 initval);
length this time is the length of the buffer in 32-bit words (not in bytes).
If the developer is dealing with a one word buffer (only 4 bytes long),
the kernel provides:
u32 jhash_1word(u32 a, u32 initval);
a is not the address of the buffer, but it is a copy of its content.
3.12 Network namespaces
Many networking features are used by the Open vSwitch kernel module.
This section describes one of them: the network namespaces.
There are several types of namespaces in the Linux kernel (mount names-
paces, PID namespaces, network namespaces): they are used to provide
resource isolation between process groups. As an ultimate goal the kernel
namespaces can be used to create groups that appears as different virtual
machines14, thus completely isolated.
14An example in this sense is LXC (LinuX Container)
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One network namespace is identified by a struct net *.
If namespaces are used for VM-like isolation, each VM should not see
other VMs’ network interfaces. Therefore, each kernel API dealing with
networking must have a way to specify which struct net * it should be
dealing with.
For example, when registering network interfaces, a module must specify
their namespace with the function:
void dev_net_set(struct net_device *dev, struct net *net);
The first parameter (dev) is a pointer to the newly registered network
interface. The second parameter (net) is a pointer to a network namespace.
Many other API calls have a net parameter to specify a namespace.
A kernel component which deals with networking could have the need of
storing some per-namespace private data and performing some per-namespace
initialization. This can be achieved with the following functions:
struct pernet_operations {
int (*init)(struct net *net);
void (*exit)(struct net *net);
int *id;
size_t size;
};
int register_pernet_device(struct pernet_operations *ops);
A developer should call register pernet device at module initializa-
tion time, passing some parameters in a pernet operation structure. The
init and exit field are function that gets called for each namespace to
perform further initialization or cleanup. Then, the kernel allocates size
bytes for each namespace intended for use by the module. Each module that
registers itself in this way gets an id, stored in the id field. This id can be
used later to access the private per-namespace allocated data with
void *net_generic(const struct net *net, int id);
At module unload time this function call frees the memory
void unregister_pernet_device(struct pernet_operations *ops);
A developer can also go through every network namespace by using the
macro for each net, which translates to a for loop statement.
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It is important to remind that network namespaces are optional. Their
presence can be configured with the CONFIG NET NS compile time parameter.
3.13 Socket buffers
The structure sk buff is key to every networking component in the Linux
kernel [4]. It is used to store information about each packet (transiting in
the kernel) and (above all) pointers to the packet data.
The kernel provides many functions to deal with these buffers: they are
used to automate memory management and to manipulate/access the packet
content.
First of all, to create a new packet a driver can use:
struct sk_buff *dev_alloc_skb(unsigned int length);
where length is the requested packet length. An sk buff keeps pointers
to:
• The beginning of the buffer (head)
• The end of the buffer (end)
• The beginning of valid data (data)
• The end of valid data (tail)
• The L2 header (mac header)
• The L3 header (network header)
• The L4 header (transport header)
The functions skb pull and skb push are used to move the data pointer
backwards and forwards.
The function skb reserve is used to move the data pointer without
changing the length of the packet. It is normally used for alignment pur-
pose15.
The function skb copy and csum dev is used to copy the packet content
in a buffer outside the sk buff.
15Since the ethernet header is 14 bytes long, to guarantee that the ip header is aligned,
two unused bytes are put at the beginning of the buffer by every driver
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The function skb put is used to move the tail pointer forwards, so that
data can be copied inside the sk buff.
As said before, the sk buff keeps pointers to different layers’ headers.
Each of these functions set each pointer to the current value of the data
pointer.
void skb_reset_mac_header(struct sk_buff *skb);
void skb_reset_network_header(struct sk_buff *skb);
void skb_reset_transport_header(struct sk_buff *skb);
For example, calling skb reset mac header sets the L2 header offset to
be where the data pointer is.
These other functions can be used to retrieve a pointer to the appropriate
header later
unsigned char *skb_mac_header(const struct sk_buff *skb);
unsigned char *skb_network_header(const struct sk_buff *skb);
unsigned char *skb_transport_header(const struct sk_buff *skb);
3.14 netdevice
This section deals with the Linux kernel API to handle network interfaces
and send/receive packets through them.
Each network interface is represented in the kernel by a structure net device.
It holds much information: the name, a numeric identifier, the type (ether-
net, token ring, . . . ), some function pointers, . . .
As explained earlier (see 2.3.1), the Open vSwitch kernel module has two
types of ports: vport internal dev and vport netdev.
• vport internal dev is a link to the host stack. It behaves exactly
as a NIC driver: it registers a new (virtual) network interface, calls
the host stack when a packet is received and provides the host stack
with a send method to forward a packet.
• vport netdev is used to wrap an existing network interface: it dis-
connects the network interface from the host stack and registers itself
as a listener for received packets.
To behave as a driver and register an ethernet interface, one must call
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struct net_device *alloc_netdev(int sizeof_priv, const char *name,
void (*setup)(struct net_device *));
where name is the name of the interface, sizeof priv is the extra size
that should be allocated after the net device structure to accomodate the
driver’s needs, and setup is a callback that should have the job to continue
the registration process.
After setting the namespace with the dev net set call (see 3.12) the
programmer must call this function:
int register_netdevice(struct net_device *dev)
The dev parameter should be the value returned from alloc netdev.
register netdevice calls the user provided callback setup. In this call-
back the programmer completes the registration by filling the net device
structure with appropriate values. The ether setup function can be called,
to set some of these values.
The netdev ops field should point to a stucture with many function
pointers. Among those, ndo start xmit points to a callback that will be
used by the host stack when a packet is ready to be transmitted.
To detach an existing interface from the host stack and register a custom
listener for packets the net device APIs are used in a different way.
struct net_device *dev_get_by_name(struct net *net, const char *name);
This calls returns a pointer to the device named name in the network
namespace net (see 3.12).
Then, to register a function that gets called each time a new packet
arrives
int netdev_rx_handler_register(struct net_device *dev,
rx_handler_func_t *rx_handler,
void *rx_handler_data);
The dev parameter is a pointer to the device (for example, the pointer
obtained via dev get by name). rx handler is the pointer to the callback.
The callback should look like this:
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static rx_handler_result_t netdev_frame_hook(struct sk_buff **pskb)
{
/*...*/
return RX_HANDLER_CONSUMED;
}
pskb is a pointer to a pointer to the packet. If the function returns
RX HANDLER CONSUMED the system does not perform further processing on
the packet, otherwise (if the function returns other values) the system may
pass it to the host stack.
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Chapter 4
FreeBSD kernel components
4.1 Routing socket
The routing socket is a key component of the FreeBSD network subsys-
tem. Its purpose is to let the user configure device parameter and routing
tables. A developer can open a routing socket with the call
int socket(PF_ROUTE, SOCK_RAW, int family);
The family parameter can be used to restrict received notifications to
a specific address family. It can be set to AF UNSPEC to receive notification
for every address family. The socket is automatically connected after its
creation, therefore it is an error to issue a connect call.
Every message that passes through the routing socket must have a spe-
cific format, i.e. it must have the following structure as a header:
struct rt_msghdr {
u_short rtm_msglen; /* to skip over non-understood messages */
u_char rtm_version; /* future binary compatibility */
u_char rtm_type; /* message type */
};
The field rtm type refers to the requested operation or to the sent no-
tification. It can be, for example, RTM ADD, to add an entry to the routing
table or RTM GET to retrieve a route. To perform some operation (such as
RTM ADD) the user must have the PRIV NET ROUTE privilege.
The routing socket is implemented in the sys/net/rtsock.c source file.
Every packet coming from the user triggers the route output function,
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while every packet sent from the kernel goes through the rts input rou-
tine and, after a netisr structure, is sent through raw input rts cb to be
correctly dispatched.
4.2 malloc
This section gives a brief overview of the simple memory allocation API
inside the FreeBSD kernel for use by kernel modules. Most of the calls are
named after their userspace counterpart. There are two differences with the
standard memory allocator provided by the standard C library:
• Each module that needs to use the memory allocator must declare an
instance of an allocator object. This is done to provide accountability
for resources used by different kernel subsystems
• Most of the APIs have a flags parameter, which is used to specify
additional constraints (blocking/nonblocking . . . ), pretty much like
the APIs provided by the Linux kernel.
To create an allocator object, a subsystem can use this macro:
MALLOC_DEFINE(name, shortdesc, longdesc);
where name is a valid C identifier used to reference the allocator object
later, shortdesc and longdesc are C string description of the purpose of
the memory allocator (these string can be seen by the administrator with
the vmstat command).
To allocate a block of memory:
void * malloc(unsigned long size, struct malloc_type *type, int flags);
where type is the identifier used to define the memory allocator object
and size is the requested memory block size.
flags can be, for example, M ZERO (to ask the allocator the set the
content of the newly allocated block to zero), M NOWAIT (to specify that the
allocation should not block).
Other function calls are:
void * realloc(void *addr, unsigned long size, struct malloc_type *type, int flags);
to resize a block of already allocated memory1
1If the in-place resize is not possible, realloc allocates a new block, copies over the
content and frees the old block
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void free(void *addr, struct malloc_type *type);
to free an allocated block.
Unlike the Linux kmalloc API, the FreeBSD allocator does not provide
a ksize-like call to query the size of an allocated block.
Another interesting detail of the kernel memory allocator is that, to avoid
fragmentation and ease reallocations, the requested block size are rounded
up to the next power of two, or to the next page size multiple, whichever is
smaller.
4.3 uma
Uma, which stands for uniform memory allocator, provides a fast memory
allocation mechanism, which is able to deal only with fixed size memory
blocks, to improve efficiency and reduce fragmentation. To use the uma
mechanism a developer must first create a uma zone with the call:
uma_zone_t
uma_zcreate(char *name, int size, uma_ctor ctor, uma_dtor dtor,
uma_init uminit, uma_fini fini, int align, u_int16_t flags);
This calls initialize a uniform memory allocator (named name) that re-
turns blocks of length size, calling ctor each time an object is allocated
and dtor when it is freed.
To allocate a memory block from the zone:
void * uma_zalloc(uma_zone_t zone, int flags);
where zone is the object pointer returned by uma zcreate, and flags
has the same meaning as the namesake malloc parameter (see 4.2). It
should be clear that the requested size is implicit, since it has been specified
with the uma zcreate.
To free a block (item) and return it to the zone(zone) the developer can
use the call:
void uma_zfree(uma_zone_t zone, void *item);
To destroy a zone (maybe at module unload time):
void uma_zdestroy(uma_zone_t zone);
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4.4 Timing
Like the Linux kernel, FreeBSD offers many features to deal with timing.
First of all, the main system timer triggers a handler hz times per seconds
(where hz is a global variable). This handler increments this global variable:
extern int ticks;
The ticks variable can be used to compute time intervals. Of course the
resolution can be no more than 1hzs. When a higher resolution is needed the
function
void nanouptime(struct timespec *tsp);
can be used to fill a timespec structure with the content of a monotonic
clock.
4.5 Callout
FreeBSD provides kernel developers with a powerful mechanism to delay
execution of a function, known as callout.
To schedule a later executing job, first of all, a callout structure must
be allocated and initialized with:
void callout_init(struct callout *c, int mpsafe);
Then, the developer can set the function (func) that gets called when
the interval (ticks) expires with:
int callout_reset(struct callout *c, int ticks,
timeout_t *func, void *arg);
Subsequent schedulings of the callout that involve the same callback can
be done with
int callout_schedule(struct callout *c, int ticks);
To stop a pending callout and avoid that it calls the callback function,
the developer can use:
int callout_stop(struct callout *c);
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4.6 Mutex and spinlock
Mutexes are binary semaphores used to protect resources from concur-
rent access. Spinlocks can be used for the same purpose, but they use busy
waiting to avoid blocking. This section offers an overview of the API(struct
mtx) that FreeBSD offers for both objects.
A mtx structure must be initialized before use, either statically, with:
MTX_SYSINIT(name, struct mtx *mtx, const char *description, int opts);
or at runtime with
void mtx_init(struct mtx *mutex, const char *name, const char *type, int opts);
The char * parameters are used to document the purpose of the lock.
The opts parameter instead can be:
• MTX DEF, to initialize a blocking mutex.
• MTX SPIN, to initialize a non blocking spinlock
To acquire a mutex, at the beginning of a critical section, the developer
must use:
void mtx_lock(struct mtx *mutex);
or to acquire a spinlock:
void mtx_lock_spin(struct mtx *mutex);
To release a mutex:
void mtx_unlock(struct mtx *mutex);
or to release a spinlock:
void mtx_unlock_spin(struct mtx *mutex);
4.7 queue
Singly and double linked lists are common data structures in the ker-
nel context. For this reason FreeBSD provides kernel developer with an
implementation, known as queue of these data structures.
There are four different types of list offered by this component:
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• Singly linked lists (SLIST). These are the simplest data structures pro-
vided. Each element has a pointer to the next one, and the head points
only to the first element.
• Singly linked tail queues (STAILQ). These are like singly linked lists,
but the head contains a pointer to the last element, allowing fast in-
sertion at the end of the list.
• Doubly linked lists (LIST). Each node of these lists contains a pointer
to the next and to the previous element, allowing faster operations
(removal, . . . ), but using more memory for pointers.
• Double linked tail queues (TAILQ). These are like doubly linked lists,
but the head contains a pointer to the last element, allowing fast in-
sertion at the end of the list and backward traversing.
An example use of the API for the doubly linked list is hereby provided.
To allow a type (a structure) to be part of a list, a new member should
be added:
struct mytype {
/*...*/
LIST_HEAD(mytype) brothers;
/*...*/
};
Then, to declare the head of this list and initialize it at statically:
LIST_HEAD(, mytype) head = LIST_HEAD_INITIALIZER(head);
The macro LIST INIT can be used instead to perform runtime initializa-
tion of the head.
Then, to add an element to the head of the list:
LIST_INSERT_HEAD(head, elem, brothers);
where elem is a pointer to the element to be added. To remove an
element, instead:
LIST_REMOVE(elem, brothers);
Finally, to iterate through every element of the list:
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struct mytype * elem;
LIST_FOREACH(elem, &head, brothers)
{
/* now elem is a pointer to an element of the list */
}
4.8 hash
The FreeBSD kernel offers an implementation of hash functions for use
by modules.
uint32_t hash32_buf(const void *buf, size_t len,
uint32_t hash);
This call returns the hash (a 32-bit value) of the block addressed by buf,
len bytes long. The hash parameter can be used to resume a partial hash
computation, by passing the partial hash value and the remaining part of
the buffer. If hash32 buf is used to digest a new buffer from scratch, it is
suggested to pass HASHINIT as hash parameter.
4.9 mbuf
The BSD IPC networking and socket subsystems need to represent packet
headers and contents in a practical way. For this purpose, the mbuf struc-
ture is provided: it is a memory management solution for handling packet
data and headers.
This section describes the mbuf features needed by our Open vSwitch
port. While the man page recommends not to manipulate the fields of the
mbuf structure, but to use some utility functions instead, every code that
needs to deal non-trivially with packets needs to write at least some members
of the structure.
mbufs use unions to answer different storage needs: if the M PKTHDR flag is
set, some space is used to store information about the packet2 (total length,
. . . ), otherwise that space is used to store the packet content
The mbuf mechanism can provide storage in at least three different ways:
2This information is sometime referred as the mbuf header. This should not be confused
with the network headers, that, in this context, are considered part of the packet payload
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• If the packet is small, the mbuf header and the packet content can fit
into a single mbuf structure.
• If the packet is bigger, an mbuf chain can be used, which is a list
of mbuf structures. Each one of these structures stores a part of the
packet content. Only the first one has the M PKTHDR flag set.
• The memory used to store the packet content can also be completely
external to the mbuf structure. In this case the mbuf contains just
pointers and has the M EXT flag set.
To create a packet (with the mbuf header set), the developer can use the
MGETHDR macro:
struct mbuf *m;
MGETHDR(m, M_WAITOK, MT_DATA);
Then the field m->m len stores the length of the data store in that struc-
ture, while m->m pkthdr.len stores the total length of the packet content
(including parts stored in subsequent mbufs of the mbuf chain).
To associate an external buffer with a mbuf structure the developer can
use the MEXTADD macro. No matter what, the m copydata can be used to
extract data from a packet, and m copyback can be used to put data in the
packet.
To free an mbuf the macro m freem macro should be called.
4.10 ifnet
Inside the FreeBSD kernel, every network interface is represented as an
ifnet structure, which stores every piece of information the system needs
to know (name, MTU, type, callbacks, . . . ).
As explained in 3.14, Open vSwitch needs to behave as a driver and
register its network interfaces, and to receive packets (and send them) from
an already existing interface.
To create a new interface a developer must use this function call:
struct ifnet * if_alloc(u_char type);
The type parameter should be IFT ETHER for ethernet interfaces. Then
the ifnet fields should be filled with appropriate values, most importantly:
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• if mtu should be set to the maximum transfer unit supported by the
device.
• if ioctl is a callback that receives ioctl requests.
• if start is called by the system when there are enough packets ready
to be transmitted. In this callback the developer can access each packet
with the IFQ DEQUEUE macro on the if snd field.
• The function if initname should be used to set the interface name.
An interface name on FreeBSD is commonly composed by a string (e.g.
”lo”) and a number (e.g. ”0”). The developer can choose to use only
a string with the IF DUNIT NONE flag.
Then, to complete the registration the if attach function should be
called. When dealing with network interfaces though, this wrapper can be
used:
void ether_ifattach(struct ifnet * ifp,
const u_int8_t * eaddr);
where eaddr is the MAC address of the interface.
When the registration is completed, received packets trigger the if start
callback, and, to send a packet to the host stack, the developer can use the
if input function pointer.
To receive packets from an interface a module must first retrieve an
ifnet pointer with one of these two functions:
struct ifnet *ifunit(const char * name);
struct ifnet *ifnet_byindex_locked(u_short id);
Then the developer can redirect the if input member pointer to retrieve
packets, and can transmit them by calling the if transmit function pointer.
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Chapter 5
Remapping strategies
This chapter deals with the strategies used during the development of
the wrapper to remap functionalities and, in general, during the porting pro-
cedure. Many Linux interfaces just needed a simple one-to-one remapping,
while for other interfaces we had to write a module from scratch.
5.1 Netlink sockets
The closest thing in the FreeBSD kernel to the Linux netlink sockets is
the routing socket. Unfortunately, it does not provide the same flexibility in
terms of custom user-kernel communication requirements, because it does
not implement multiplexing.
5.1.1 Patching the routing socket
A first remapping involved small patches to the routing socket kernel
code. To obtain a netlink socket the user needed to create a routing socket
and then to send a specially crafted message that would trigger the netlink
socket initialization routine.
Then, with a small modification to the raw input rts cb1 routine, the
netlink multiplexing could work on top of the routing socket.
Later, we decided to change this approach for two reasons:
• A kernel recompilation is needed.
1See 4.1
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• The userspace code to create a netlink socket is cumbersome and not
compatible with already existing Linux programs.
Therefore, we decided to write from scratch a netlink implementation
for FreeBSD
5.1.2 Custom netlink family
The final version of the netlink wrapper registers a custom address family
(AF NETLINK) and can be loaded as a module. Unfortunately, on FreeBSD,
modules that register address families cannot be easily unloaded.
That shouldn’t be a problem, since we plan to integrate the netlink code
with the kernel.
5.1.3 Attribute parsing
Despite the multiplexing, netlink also offers attribute parsing features.
These functions had to be reimplemented anyway from scratch in our mod-
ule, and that’s what we did.
Since netlink message parsing requires the buffers to be fully contiguous
in memory, sometimes a copy is necessary.
5.2 malloc
Fortunately, the memory allocation mechanisms are so similar between
the two kernels that, in the end, a simple one-to-one remapping has been
enough.
The only problem we ran into was the remapping of the ksize call. Since
the FreeBSD allocator does not provide a ksize equivalent, three options
were examined:
• Write a ksize implementation on the FreeBSD kernel. This idea did
not receive positive feedback from the BSD developers, so it has been
rejected.
• Prefix every block of allocated memory in the wrapper with an integer,
to store its size. This idea, while in line with the wrapping approach,
has two major drawbacks:
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– It wastes memory (sizeof(size t)) for every allocation
– It defeats the purpose of using ksize: the call should return the
real size of the block (to allow easy expansions), not the size
requested by the user during the allocation.
• Rewrite the Open vSwitch code to use realloc instead of ksize.
In the end, we chose the last option. This is one of the few modification
that we have not pushed upstream.
5.3 flexible array
Since the use done by Open vSwitch of flexible arrays is limited, we
decided to remap them to simple arrays. Obviously, if the wrapper were
used with other pieces of code, this decision could be reevaluated.
5.4 Timing
As one can see, the Linux timing APIs used by Open vSwitch can be
remapped one to one with the FreeBSD counterparts. We just had to provide
jiffies to msecs, time after and time before functions, which perform
simple arithmetic. The remapping has been done according to the following
table:
Linux FreeBSD
HZ hz
jiffies ticks
ktime get ts() nanouptime()
5.5 Workqueue
While workqueues are powerful mechanisms that can be used for var-
ious purposes, Open vSwitch uses only the system provided workqueue
(system wq). Thus, we decided to reimplement this feature using callout.
The wrapper needs to be stateful, since the initialization of a work object
is done differently from callout objects.
This strategy is not able to handle multiple workqueues, but this is not
needed by Open vSwitch.
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5.6 RCU
Since RCU is a patented technology, its remapping can not use the same
techniques and cannot guarantee the same level of performances of the orig-
inal module.
However, as explained in the documentation that comes with the Linux
source code, it is possible to implement RCU calls with a simple read-write
lock, and that’s what we did.
Unfortunately, since the RCU API does not always specify the protected
object, there can be only one master lock, limiting concurrency a lot. In the
end, considering that RCU is supposed to be used in read-mostly cases, this
should not affect performance too much.
rcu read lock and rcu read unlock are implemented respectively by
acquiring and releasing the global rwlock.
rcu dereference and rcu assign pointer are implemented using atomic
read and writes macros, to eventually make use of the memory barriers.
call rcu, that should wait for all started critical sections to finish, is
implemented by acquiring and then releasing the rwlock.
This implementation is not the fastest possible, but it is guaranteed to
be correct.
5.7 Mutex and spinlock
The remapping of mutexes and spinlocks is fairly straightforward, be-
cause the interfaces are quite similar.
It is not even necessary to create a wrapper structure, but everything
can be done with a typedef:
typedef struct mtx spinlock_t;
Since the wrapper is so simple, there is no additional overhead.
5.8 Lists
Even though the FreeBSD kernel provides a list implementation (known
as queue, 4.7), the wrapper implements Linux lists without using it. Instead,
our list implementation is based on the FreeBSD package linux-kmod-compat,
from the port collection.
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The wrapper provides also RCU-based lists (in the rculist.h header),
combining lists with the RCU mechanism. Many functions needed to be
written from scratch.
5.9 Jenkins hash
The jenkins hash algorithm is widely used in many pieces of software,
therefore many BSD-licensed implementations exists. However, in the wrap-
per, to avoid code duplication, the jhash * functions are all remapped to
the hash32 buf function, provided by the standard FreeBSD kernel.
5.10 Network namespaces
This is one of the missing features of the wrapper. The code pretends
that there is only one network namespace. Per-namespace initialization
functions are called only once, per-namespace allocated data has one single
instance and the network namespace pointer (often named net) is set to
NULL.
This is not a limitation for most FreeBSD hosts, but can be problematic
in some configurations.
The BSD feature that most closely matches network namespaces is VNET
isolation, used, for instance, in FreeBSD jails. As long as the host does not
use jails (and so does not provide multiple VNETs) everything can work fine.
Otherwise, some processes could have access to network interfaces they are
not supposed to see.
Obviously, remapping namespaces with VNETs should be possible, and is
one of the planned future improvements.
5.11 Socket buffers
Remapping socket buffers took special effort, since they are a key com-
ponent of every kernel network subsystem.
Socket buffers in the Open vSwitch module are used for two purposes:
• Sending and receiving netlink messages
• Sending and receiving packets from the interfaces.
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Since the netlink module is separate from the wrapper module, we chose
to implement socket buffers for netlink message with a simple, non Linux-
specific structure and socket buffers for packets with a slightly more complex
structures that includes an mbuf.
5.11.1 Socket buffers for netlink messages
The requirements for netlink messages are pretty simple:
• A contiguous memory area should be used to store the packet.
• The structure needs to store a pointer to the beginning of the data,
and a pointer to the end of the valid data.
• The structure need to be aware of the allocated size of the data area,
forbidding functions from overflowing.
The mskbuff structure is used in the wrapper code to store netlink mes-
sages. The APIs still export sk buff * parameters, but they are casted to
mskbuff * at the beginning of every function.
The mskbuff structure does not use mbufs, but performs allocation with
malloc.
5.11.2 Socket buffers for packets
The wrapper provides the sk buff structure to deal with ethernet frames:
the structure has most of the fields of the original Linux sk buff and con-
tains an mbuf pointer to store the packet.
If the packet is coming from a network interface, the mbuf is provided
by the kernel. An sk buff structure is allocated (using a uma zone for
performance reasons, see 4.3), and the mbuf pointer is stored in the newly
created structure. The mbuf can be a chain or a cluster, as long as its first
few bytes (the network headers) are contiguous in memory.
If the packet is being created by Open vSwitch (for example, as a result
of an upcall, see 2.1.1), the situation is slightly more complicated, because
the code that performs the copy expects the packet buffer to be contiguous
in memory. Therefore it is not possible to use mbuf chains, and the wrapper
must use an external memory reference in mbuf (see page 51)
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5.12 netdevice
The net device structure provided by the wrapper contains an ifnet
structure pointer, to reference the actual device inside the FreeBSD kernel.
The alloc netdev function is implemented with an if alloc and an
if initname calls, while the register netdevice is implemented with an
ether ifattach call.
Since most of the flags used in the netdevice API do not have a one-to-
one mapping with ifnet flags, they are ignored and replaced with options
chosen by the wrapper. Obviously, this is a limitation to take into account
when using the wrapper for porting other code, but everything works fine
in the Open vSwitch code.
When receiving a packet from an interface, the kernel uses an ifnet
pointer to identify the incoming packet’s NIC. The wrapper, instead, needs
to provide the module code with the relative net device pointer. To per-
form this translation, the wrapper stores in its ifnet structures a net device
pointer, using one of the p spare fields.
There are a bunch of functions that are straightforward to remap: each
kernel provides similar mechanisms to:
• Look for an interface via name
• Look for an interface via an integer id
• Register callbacks for interface unregistration events.
• . . .
The strategy adopted by the wrapper to send and receive packets is
shown in 4.10
5.13 epoll
This section is about the only userspace component of the wrapper
needed. Since we decided not to rewrite the dpif-linux provider, we ended
up using its code, which has been written to be Linux-specific.
The Linux specific features used by this component are:
• Genetlink sockets, which are covered by our FreeBSD netlink kernel
implementation,
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• The epoll event notification facility.
dpif-linux uses epoll to perform input multiplexing between few netlink
sockets. We decided to stick with the approach used in kernel code porting
and write a small source code wrapper for this mechanism.
In the past, other efforts have been made to provide the epoll interface
in FreeBSD: in particular, a kernel patch has been proposed to the Linux
emulation subsystem to provide epoll using new syscalls. This work has
never been accepted upstream, in the end.
Our solution, instead, is a userspace source code wrapper that imple-
ments epoll calls with the FreeBSD kqueue mechanism. It is entirely con-
tained in one header and allows the dpif-linux component to work without
changes.
If a developer would use our epoll wrapper for porting other code,
he/she should be aware of the following limitations:
• There is no support for write events. Only EPOLLIN events are pro-
vided.
• There is no O CLOEXEC flag support.
• The EPOLL CTL MOD operation (to modify event filters) is not imple-
mented.
• The epoll file descriptor (being, in facts, a kqueue file descriptor) is
not inherited by forked processes.
While some work can be done to remove other limitations, the last one
is impossible to avoid while working completely in userspace.
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Chapter 6
Results
The developed wrapper has proven to be powerful enough to run the
kernel module of Open vSwitch inside FreeBSD, with no perceivable perfor-
mance loss.
Two tests has been performed to evaluate the throughtput of the kernel
module:
1. Running a software packet generator writing in a tap interface, which
is member of an Open vSwitch datapath. The datapath then discards
the packets.
The test measures the number of packets that are received by the
datapath.
2. Running a software packet generator writing in a tap interface, and a
packet receiver listening to a tap interface, both members of an Open
vSwitch datapath.
The test measures the number of packets that are received by the
second tap interface.
The packets are 68 bytes long. This table shows the tests’ results. All
numbers are in thousands of packets per second:
Linux (bare metal) FreeBSD (kvm) FreeBSD (bare metal)
420 450 770
320 80 580
The results show that our port can also outperform the original Linux
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implementation. This can be due to mbufs, which handle small packets
better that sk buffs.
6.1 Code reuse
Besides providing a working Open vSwitch kernel implementation, our
work produced also different pieces of code:
• The kernel code wrapper. This can be used to start porting Linux
kernel code to FreeBSD. Obviously, not everything will work out of
the box.
• The FreeBSD kernel netlink and genetlink implementation. This pro-
vides kernel developers with a powerful mechanism to interface mod-
ules with the userspace. It can also ease porting of other Linux mod-
ules.
• The epoll to kqueue source code wrapper. This very small piece of
code can be used to port Linux specific servers.
6.2 Limitations
The ported Open vSwitch module at the moment has some limitations:
• It does not support VLAN packets.
• It does not support IPv6 packets.
• It does not support GRE tunnels.
• It does not support VXLAN tunnels.
• It does not support LISP tunnels.
• It does not support VNET isolation.
6.3 Future development
Besides working on removing limitations, there is room for improvements
for the FreeBSD Open vSwitch kernel module.
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Some parts could be rewritten from scratch for the BSD kernel (e.g. the
vport implementations, that are seldom touched), to improve code main-
tainability.
Furthermore, since FreeBSD already provides the netmap API, the ker-
nel module could be patched to exploit those features: there is already an
ongoing effort in this sense.
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